
creating your morning routine
keeping you cool, calm, collected for your day ahead 
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let's make
your mornings 
worth waking

up for! 
Love ‘em or hate ‘em, if your morning

doesn’t go right from the moment you

open your pretty little eyes, that

pattern (and attitude) is likely to

follow you around all-damn-day. 

 

So, to make your mornings awesome

again - and the day that follows -

lets get you a personalised morning

routine!
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Now, this is likely to be the

moment you roll your eyes

and say something along the

lines of ‘ahhh thanks for the

thought and all, but I’d totally

rather be in bed for an extra

ten minutes than create a

ritual’ - and sister, I hear ya!

BUT, as much as I love my

bed, I’ve also realised that

those extra ten minutes spent

in bed does not make for a

more productive, happy

Sammy for the day ahead.

And, I have no doubt that

you’ll be the exact same.At

least give it a go?

 The easiest part about it all is

that you choose your ritual

around what makes you

happy! ...sans your warm,

comfy bed - soz. You’ll thank

me later though. Promise!

make it
yours
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I have no doubt that you’ve heard the fuss about creating a morning

routine all around the traps, and yes, it’s so often talked about, yet

rarely followed...Well, yeah! That's because creating a routine &

sticking to it can be a tough commitment. 

Having said that though, if you're ready & willing to push through in

the beginning, knowing that the effort made will pay off then it's best

to start small & slowly build up to incorporate all the elements you'd

like to have in your ideal morning to maximise on your day ahead.

within this mini e-book are a few of
the ways I've found best to create a

morning routine, and to make it stick!

The Cool Calm Collected

methodology  is all about

these three factors: mindset,

space and self-care. 

Your mindset is where you

should always look to first,

for anything you wish to

embrace, evolve from and

create an elevated life you

love to live.  
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I've found that by writing down what my ideal morning would consist of I

was able to see and understand clearly what it is I'd like to achieve for

myself outside of my work commitments. It gives me a good drawing

board to come back to when I stray of track and a physical list to tick off

once I've successfully incorporated those key elements into my morning -

plus, who doesn’t love crossing elements on lists!

start here. start now. 
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ain't no better place
to start then 
where 
you are 
now

So, let's jot down a few things to see

where you're at, so together we can

figure out where you want to go... 

what does your morning look like now?

what do you do on your mornings off that you enjoy?

can you incorporate
elements of your favourites
to-do’s from your mornings
off into your daily routine?

(e.g. sleep in until last minute, quick shower, rush and stress about what to wear, skips breakfast

etc.).

(e.g. on Sunday morning, what do you LOVE to do?).

(hint: of course you can!).

what would your ideal
weekday morning routine

look and feel like?
(don't hold back here - time limits are easy to adjust

 if you value your healthy, happy mindset).
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Trust me. It's a game changer. 

 

I've found that my results are even

more elevated when I combine it with

my dry body brushing first, then shower

& meditation second. 

 
You can download your FREE Dry Body Brushing

Guide under 'Gifts' at The Cool Calm Collected.  

Once you're in the shower, with the

water running over you, close your

eyes and take 3 deep breaths. All

the way down to your stomach. 

Imagine that the water running over

you is washing away anything you

don't want to bring into your day

head. 

Once you've cleared any negativity

through the water running down,

imagine that the water is now

infusing a beautiful white light all

through you and everywhere the

water touches. This white light is

vibrant energy that allows you to be

clear minded, positive and true to

you.  

 Once the white light & water has

energised you, imagine that the

water/light has run down your legs

and created a lovely bubble around

you to stay with you and protect you

and your energy on your day ahead.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

my go-to 
shower

meditation

Adjust #2 to be about
washing away the

negativity from the day.  
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time frame &
willingness to commit 

Also reflect on why you love your sleep-ins so much - late nights, poor diet or lack

of enthusiasm for the day ahead? Are these things that can be altered? 

You may even find that by creating anice morning ritual for yourself, you will allow

for a better start to the day by getting yourself up earlier to make a breakfast

(bettering your diet & energy levels), reading a chapter of a book that you enjoy or

having some music playing as you go about your morning (to get your mind in a

positive perspective for the day ahead). Start by picking one new thing on your list,

allocate the time you think you'd like or need to achieve it, and set your alarm back

by that time frame.

This is a big 

one to ensure 

you can make your 

routine stick! If you 

love to sleep in and 

hit snooze, then when you 

write your list down to create

your ideal morning, seriously

consider how important certain

elements are to you, how willing

you are to sacrifice your cozy

bed for them, and will you

commit?
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prepare
& 

plan
ahead

This is me in a nutshell. I am such a

planner and I really enjoy mapping out

what it is I need for the days ahead.

Having said that, sometimes I just

cannot be bothered to get up, go to the

shops and do meal prep. 

When I do though, I feel great about it.

When I don't, my week is all over the

place, I don't end up eating well which

means I become exhausted far quicker

and become far more restless.

I've learnt to recognise the need for me

to get things done in advance, as my

days continue to change and I need to

adapt.

If you want to go to the gym in the

morning, pack your bag the night

before and have your clothes, water

bottle and headphones ready to go. 

Iron your clothes for work, get your

lunches done on Sunday night for the

week ahead and figure out what it is

you spend your morning rushing around

trying to do, and see where you can do

those things prior so that your new

morning routines can be spent doing

the things that will make you happy

and excited for the day that awaits

you.
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Never skip it, and never skimp it.If

you're going to do it, do it

properly and having a few go to

favourites is always going to help

on saving time.This is one thing

you just gotta have in your

morning ritual.

Having a breakfast smoothie go-

to recipe and ingredients ready to

go (when you meal prep, allocate

a small freezer friendly snap bag

to put your one-serve smoothie

ingredients in so then you can

whip it out when you're ready!), or

a try cooking a big breakfast

omelette on Sunday (or the night

before) that can be heated up for

your morning meal - this is a great

time saver and can ensure a great

nutrient rich breakfast.

Lemon & warm water is a must to

get your digestion going (to avoid

those sluggish feels) - you can

read more about the benefits of

lemon and warm water online at

www.thecoolcalmcollected.com

breakfast
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movement
Doing some kind of movement to

release your muscles that have been

still all night and get your blood flowing

will be a great addition to any morning

routine. 

Try some morning stretches, have a

dance to some music as you prepare

your breakfast, head out for a walk

around the block, or if you're really 

keen why not head to the gym to 

really get that energy pumping!

 

My morning movement is 

either dancing around, 

or pilates ♡ 
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other great
morning add-in's

There are a library of wonderful

(and free) guided meditations 

 and journalling prompts on 

The Cool Calm Collected 

lovingly made just for you ♡  

Switch off before you switch on.
I've learnt that as great as it is to

catch up on social media & the news

first thing, it's even better to give

yourself a few minutes of time away

from a screen to let the body & mind

connect, fire up & prepare for a

great day (so then you can actually

take in what you're looking at!).

Stretch. Meditate. Journal. Get Outside.
I'm not a yogi (yet!) but I do appreciate the value of stretching and listening to

what your body needs. In the mornings, a good stretch can do wonders for

connecting your mind and your body. When it comes to your mindset and

ensuring that you're going to get the most out of the day with the right

perspective, doing a meditation is your go-to to connect within and be on the

same page as your goals, your vision for your future self and where you are

now. For added mental clarity and self re-discovery, journalling is incredibly

powerful. All of these three can take as little as 20 minutes combined.  

If you're after something quick and free to boost your mood each morning that

isn't meditation, stretching or journalling, going outside is your answer.

Fresh air, sunshine, a cool breeze,

the beach, the park - whatever your

'outside' looks like, embrace it!

Nothing can beat the simplicity,

healing and joy that we all receive

from mother nature. Beach +

sunshine is my favourite way to start

the day!   
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skincare 

Having been a skincare educator and make-up artist within the beauty industry for  

over 18+ years, I've learnt so many tricks and tips on how to best look after your

skin. It all starts with the mornings skin regime; you need to prepare and protect

your skin for the external elements that you'll be exposed to during the day to

come. Your key products should hydrate, provide nutrition and SPF sun protection.

These elements will ensure that when you're using makeup, it's not absorb into the

skin (no thanks, breakouts) and that your makeup will hold longer throughout the

day. For more on makeup and skin advice, visit The Cool Calm Collected ♡ 
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yay! now you've figured out what you
want your mornings to look like, let's

get a little checklist together

what are the elements
you now consider non-
negotiable for your new

morning ritual? 

to have these elements in
your morning routine,
you should probably

have these things done
the night before:
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my morning routine
(example)

6:00 AM. 

6:05 AM. 

6:15 AM. 

6:25 AM. 

6:30 AM. 

6:50 AM. 

7:00 AM. 

wake up 

stretch out sleepy muscles 

jump in the shower 

do skin care 

clean teeth 

drink water / warm water & lemon 

eat breakfast

- listen to music or podcast

read chapter of current book 

do energy flow: pilates, yoga or movement 

meditate 

journal 

start day 
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my morning routine
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routinetime
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yay
you did it

share your morning routine
with me by tagging in

@thecoolcalmcollected 
or using the hashtag

#mymoments 
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